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1. Introduction: 

The present research is a comparative study on Classical Schools of Alamkara & Rhetoric. Both 

the schools focus on Oratory from east and west respectively. Before oration, visuals or 

dramaturgy was center of discussion and critique. Thinkers later on realized that embellished 

language of speaker/orator/character can add charm (as Bhamaha says Charuta) to the overall 

beauty of drama/ literature as a whole and can lead to aesthetic relish of work of art. 

In Greece and Rome, such need was felt by sophists (those who teach and practice rhetoric) but 

their first aim was persuasion instead of beauty. Hence the focus of language was to use such 

rhetorical devices that help prove the point with logic and win the favor of jury. For ex. Isocrates 

viewed rhetoric as powerful tool for investigating practical problems.  Philosophers and teachers 

like Plato and Aristotle gave more clear view and when rhetoric reached to Rome, rhetoric was 

weaved with sublimity.  

Both the schools built platform not only for efficacy of language but also for other ancillary issues 

like classification of literary form, poetic merits and demerits, style and proprietary. Present 

research aims at preparing the common meeting ground for Alamkara and Greek Rhetoric and to 

have a comparative study to illuminate both theories. 

 

The foundation or the base of both theories is same and that is oratory. But the purpose, reason for 

culmination of both theories as well as aim is altogether different. Alamkara theory was taken 

separately after dramaturgy with a view to discuss audible beauty of language that adds in aesthetic 

relish. For that figures of speech along with other ancillary issues were instruments.  

Whereas Rhetoric started with sophists with aim of persuasion. Law and legal procedures were 

raw material rather than poetry. But role of effective figures of speech that can lead persuasion in 

a convincing manner was the first goal and aesthetic relish was not the main concern. Later on, 

when rhetoric took turn to Rome it joined and was discussed in context to sublime relish or 

sublimity.  

Rhetoric flourished in three branches whereas Alankaras flourished as a separate branch of figures 

of same roots of Indian poetics roots. Rhetoric discussed two categories of figures of speech: 

figures of words and figures of meaning. Similarly, Alamkara also had the same two categories; 
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Shabda Alankara and Artha Alamkara. But the credit of adding the third category Ubhaya 

Alamkara purely goes to Alamkara School as rhetoric doesn’t discuss such concept.  

Both schools discuss ancillary issues like style and poetics merits demerits, proprietary in orbit of 

oratory where the main concern is audible beauty of language. Thus the research tends to find 

common and uncommon in both schools where both schools look like twins but both have different 

minds and capacity.  

In present time, the research can help study and establish strong communication theories where 

figurative language can still play a vital role. Aim might be of persuasion or to enjoy poetic charm 

for aesthetic relish, but its woven factors with prose and poetry can still can help to establish 

impactful communication. Studies on new rhetoric as well as modern use of Alamkara can bring 

fresh topic in literary criticism and might again lead towards germination of new theories to come. 

As John Keats says in Ode on a Grecian Urn, “Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard are 

sweeter.”  

2. Objectives: 

1. to study Spatial-temporal origination, evolution, and need of the existence of both theories, to 

develop an appropriate understanding of the functions and role of Alamkāra and rhetoric visa-vis 

other poetic theories.  

2 To study the basis of comparison with the textual and contextual study 

3. To comprehend the various levels of the theory, to understand the distinction between different 

Alamkāras and rhetorical figures of speech  

4. To discuss whether alamkāras or rhetorical figures function merely as an embellishment and 

are of simply ornamental value or they are integral to literary creation.  

5 Relevance to contextualize in the current situation. 

 

Hypothesis 

1. Rhetoric emerged as a need of persuasive oratory (tending or appealing to persuade by 

argument, belief or course of action) for court cases and hence started with sophists in 

Greek. Alamkara theory emerged as an aesthetic oratory (responsive to or appreciative of 
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what is pleasurable to the senses) when visual (drama) needed audible beauty (embellished 

language).  

 

2. A comparative study can help find similarities and dissimilarities between both classical 

schools by studying the selected literary works as below.  

Alamkara School:  

1. ‘Kavyalankara’ by Bhamaha 

2. ‘Kavyadarsh’ by Dandin 

3. ‘Kavyalankara-sar-sangraha’ by Udbhatta 

4. ‘Kavyalankara’ by Rudratha 

Classical School of Rhetoric: 

1.   Corax and Georgias 

2. ‘Against the Sophists’ by Isocrates 

3. ‘Georgias and Phaedrus’ by Plato 

4. ‘The Rhetoric’ by Aristotle 

5. ‘De Oratore’ by Cicero 

6. ‘On the Sublime’ by Longinus 

 

3. Apart from embellished language, both theories also discuss other ancillary issues. 

Alamkara discusses poetic qualities and blemishes, style and proprietary as well as 

classification of Kavya on the bases of language, medium, subject matter and form.  

Classical rhetoric also discusses three branches (Didactic, Forensic, and Epideictic) and 

five canons (Invention, Arrangement, style, memory and delivery) of rhetoric. For both 

schools, “what constitutes the literariness?” has been perennial problem. Thus, the usage 

of language and style, systematic study of rhetorical devices and ultimately what leads to 

aesthetic relish or sublimity can be various levels of these theory. 

4. It is important to discuss whether Alamkara or rhetorical figures function merely as an 

embellishment and are of simply ornamental value or they are integral to literary creation. 

As term Alamkara stands for ornament to add beauty worn by woman. But looking at the 

larger level, it is an integral part to achieve aesthetic pleasure. Theorists propounded the 

importance of figurative language as an importance to get aesthetic relish (known as 
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sublime in west). It is primarily concerned with the formal embellishment of external 

aspect of poetry and examines the literary composition strictly in terms of figures of speech 

along with qualities and blemishes as well as poetic manner. 

On the other hand term Rhetor stands for one who persuades with speech. Rhetoric includes 

rhetorical figures that enhance persuasion. Rhetoric is a tool for practical debate; it is a 

means for persuading a general audience using probable knowledge to resolve practical 

issues. Both the theories aim at reaching aesthetic relish or sublimity where figures of 

speech are used as instruments. 

5. Both the theories are relevant still today’s time and has been the culmination cause for 

further literary theories. Rhetoric has extended as new rhetoric and generative rhetoric and 

being studied in universities in context of communication theories for effective persuasion. 

Alamkara as a school might have ended but poets use figures of speech till the date to add 

linguistic beauty. Till today, orators use rhetorical figures to bring more clarity to persuade 

through prose. 

 

3. Methodology of Research: 

Present research follows descriptive, comparative and analytical method to compare and build 

platform for analogies and illumination of both schools. Though both schools had different reason 

for culmination of theory, both schools discuss importance of embellished language and its role to 

achieve sublimity or aesthetic relish.    

4. Original contribution by the thesis: 

Alamkara School does not discuss only Figures of speech but also other ancillary issues that add 

and weave to the strength of oration/ oratory. Those are poetic qualities and blemishes, 

classification of literary form, style etc. Research purely depends on comparative study to 

illuminate both theories with a view to draw similarities and dissimilarities.  Studying 

classification of literary form along with other ancillary issues that build poetry is original 

contribution by this thesis. Further, to pave way for a fresh research, thesis also discusses insight 

towards exploring new rhetoric as well as need of revival in area of Alamkara.  
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5. Chapters: 

The research work comprises five chapters as following. 

1. Introduction 

2. Classical School of Alamkara 

3. Classical School or Rhetoric 

4. Alamkara and Rhetoric: A Comparative Study 

5. Conclusion 

5.1 Chapter 1- Introduction: 

First chapter starts discussing the evolution of language from mere sound to coherent meaning and 

initiates with role of literary devices. Need of embellished language led to the culmination of two 

prominent theories or orations.   

First chapter talks about  

1. Function of figurative language in poetry or prose 

2. brief overview of ‘Alamkara’ – journey from term to trope/ technique and as most 

sustained theory, timeline of all alamkarists, views and contributions 

3. Panoramic view of  Rhetoric-  from term to theory, rhetoricians and contributions 

Figurative language enriches language experience by expressing all sorts of ideas; describing the 

minutest differences, nicest shades of thought by employing them with words. It bestows dignity 

upon style. Common or repeatedly used words may degrade style whereas figures/ figurative 

language bestow a style and elegance to the poetry. For e.g. to say that ‘the sun rises’ will be 

common and simple but it becomes a magnificent image when expressed: 

But yonder comes the powerful king of the day, 

Rejoicing in the east. 

 Figures have an ability to exhibit the object in picturesque form. They render an abstract 

conception in imagery and give a vision to see it.  For e.g. “A heart boiling with violent passions, 

will always send up infatuating fumes to the head.” Rhetoric allows the use of more formal and 

more artificial words, choosing his words with greater precision for public speech. As a literary 

critical term, rhetoric covers all the techniques by which a writer establishes report with his readers. 

Figures give us the pleasure of enjoying two objects presented together to our view, without 

confusion which is more delighted than with comparison and resemblance of objects. For e.g. 

comparison between ‘Youth’ and ‘Morning of life’ that relates a certain time of the day and certain 

time of human life. 
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The most sustained theory that deals with figures and figurative language is widely known as 

Alamkara Sampradaya. It includes not only beautification but also stylistics and quality as well as 

propriety aspects. The word ‘alamkara’ has several and distinct meanings: 

1. The general sense of ornaments:  such as rings and necklaces worn by women. 

2. The technical sense of figure of speech like alliteration and similes which enhance the 

beauty of sound or sense in poetic compositions.  

3. Overall beauty of sound and sense achieved through the medium of various devices, figure 

of speech being the proper ones among them. 

4. A treatise on beauty in poetry. 

The first falls outside our purview and thus we are left with three alternate connotations of the 

much misunderstood and misinterpreted term. It is indeed the third that is at the root of the 

nomenclature of alankarasastra. 

Alamkarasastra, the modern and limited meaning given to, is science and study of figures of 

speech or origin of meaning. The term alamkara primarily means adornment or embellishment 

that adds to the beauty of poetry (alamkrotiitialamkara). Earlier it was used as synonym of 

sahityasastra, kavyalakshana (characteristics of poetry), and kriyakalp (making of poetry). In Rig-

veda, it has been mentioned as aramkritti, aramkritt. It was also found in satpathbrahmin, 

candogya upanishad and Panini’s asthadhyayi but not in context of poetry. In literary discussion, 

it was first mentioned with the visual poetry by Bharata in natyasastra when he gave four 

alamkaras. But he didn’t define and mention. He treated those as art of linguistic representation 

(vacikabhinayan). 

As an independent science it came into existent with Bhamaha, the chief exponent who 

propounded meta-system not only of alamkara but also the grammatical accuracy and sweetness 

of sound that constitutes literariness. The two important factors that go to makeup the kavyasarira 

or the body of poetry are sabda and artha (words and meaning). He states that since a poem 

composed of both, two kinds of figures of speech come into operation: verbal figures and ideational 

figures (sabda and artha alamkara). He doesn’t define alamkara but indirectly hints toward what 

is alamkara for him as he accepts the cleverness in words and meaning and is synonymous to 

beauty itself (charuta) in poetry. For him obliquity is the root of all alamkara when he says 

vaakrokti sarvalmkara bijbhuta. He enumerates 42 (38+4) sub varieties of alamkaras emphasizing 
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on the beauty of words (sausabdam) that produces charm and is pleasant to ears (shrutisukham). 

This is clearly echoed in Dandin’s (c 750 AD) definition of poetry. 

 

For Dandin, Alamkara is an attributive element (sobhakardarma) that is indispensable for the 

beauty of poetry. For him Kavya is of two kinds- Svabhavokti and Vakrokti. He, what Bhamaha 

denies, accepts svabhavokti (naturalistic expression) in his list of figures at first place and includes 

hetu, suksma and lesh in his list of figures of speech. While dealing with rasavadalamkara, he has 

given separate illustration for all the rasas. His greater interest is seen in figures of sounds. 

Udbhatta (c 750 AD), the explicator of this school was a follower of Bhamaha. His contribution 

speaks for providing the first classification of alamkara in six classes. 

Vamana (c 800AD), though was a riti-acarya, holds an important place for he was the first to define 

alamkara and to show double application of the term. In his opinion, characteristics that create the 

beauty of poetry are gunas. Those that enhance it are alamkara. The former is a must in kavya. He 

took alamkara in wider sense (saundarya) but considered it as the transient nature of kavya (anitya 

dharma) and emphasized on guna considering it of permanent nature (nitya dharma). He 

abandoned the figures like rasavat and replaced with kanti. He enumerates 32 alamkaras and 

considers upama chief and other subservient to it. 

Rudratha (c 900AD), though re-established the centrality of rasa, gave a new direction to the 

discussion of alamkara by differentiating between alamkara and alamkarya. He considered 

upama, rupak etc. as alamkara while rasa and bhava as alamkarya. He classified the figures in 

scientific way under heading of vastava, aupmya, atisaya and selsa. 

Kuntaka (later 10th AD), considering and emphasizing alamkara as internal beauty of the poetry, 

declared that poetry is that which is endowed with beauty. This highlights Vamana’s 

saundrayamalamkara. 

Bhoja (1005-1054 AD) introduced the third category namely ubhayaalamkara. He took alamkara 

in wider sense considering guna and rasa as alamkaras and alamkara as an attributive element of 

poem. For him it is the medium for the cognition of meaning as he says alamarthamalmkarthu. 

Taking other alamkarists into consideration, Mammata and Abhinavgupta deemed alamkaraas 

external and not the permanent attribute of poetry. For Abhinavgupta it rarely becomes one with 
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poetry. True worth of alamkara lies in its objective being rasa and not alamkara. While Vagbhatt, 

Kesav Misra opine them as integral and necessary element for embellishment. For Jaydeva it is as 

inseparable as heat in the fire. 

Thus looking at term, primarily it stands for mere an adornment but it is synonymous to beauty at 

larger level. Word, trope, forms of merits and demerits of meaning and diction were the ancillary 

issues that formed the debate. Starting from Bhamaha to Appya Dikshit, the number was ever on 

the increase. Broadly defined as the art of effective communication, the rhetoric studied in ancient 

Greece and Rome (from roughly the fifth century B.C. to the early Middle Ages) was primarily 

intended to help citizens plead their claims in court. 

The English word rhetoric is derived from Greek rhetorike, which apparently came into use in 

the circle of Socrates in the fifth century and first appears in Plato's dialogue Gorgias, probably 

written about 385 B.C. Rhetorike in Greek specifically denotes the civic art of public speaking as 

it developed in deliberative assemblies, law courts, and other formal occasions under 

constitutional government in the Greek cities, especially the Athenian democracy. As such, it is a 

cultural subset of a more general concept of the power of words and their potential to affect a 

situation in which they are used or received. 

 

Corex was the first to think about rhetoric. He gave the first extant definition of word Rhetor – the 

artificer or producer of persuasion. Gorgias laid particular stress on decorative functions of style 

and the verbal dexterity in putting across his conclusions in convincing way.  

Aristotle developed principles of argumentation that remain extremely influential today. Defining 

rhetoric he wrote, "Let rhetoric be defined as an ability, in each particular case, to see the available 

means of persuasion. This is the function of no other art; for each of the others is instructive and 

persuasive about its own subject." the first line of the Rhetoric is "Rhetoric is the counterpart of 

dialectic." According to Aristotle, Dialectic is a tool for philosophical debate; it is a means for 

skilled audiences to test probable knowledge in order to learn. Conversely, rhetoric is a tool for 

practical debate; it is a means for persuading a general audience using probable knowledge to 

resolve practical issues. For him, end of the poetry is pleasure. But what is pleasure?  He defines 

pleasure as ‘a movement by which the soul as a whole is consciously brought into its normal state 

https://www.thoughtco.com/rhetoric-definition-1692058
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-deliberative-rhetoric-1690429
https://www.thoughtco.com/argument-rhetoric-and-composition-1689131
https://www.thoughtco.com/persuasion-rhetoric-and-composition-1691617
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of being.’ He has also made a detailed discussion about style in its relation to persuasive 

conversation. He says, “in making a speech one must study three points: 

1. The means of producing persuasion, 

2. The style or language to be used 

3. The proper arrangements of parts of speech. 

 It is not enough to know what to say, but one must also know how to say it so that the intended 

impression can be produced on auditor. 

The book further discusses the types of rhetoric: 

1.1 Forensic rhetoric- Oratory of law courts and defense that from Aristotle to Quintilian 

pay most attention to the need of this branch of oratory.  

1.2 Deliberative Rhetoric- originated in popular and political assemblies. 

1.3 Demonstrative rhetoric- for public ceremonies and rituals. 

 

A member of the Roman Senate, Cicero (106-43 B.C.) was the most influential practitioner and 

theorist of ancient rhetoric who ever lived. In De Oratore (Orator), Cicero examined the qualities 

of what he perceived to be the ideal orator. 

Classical rhetoric is a combination of persuasion and argument, broken into three branches and 

five canons as dictated by the Greek teachers Plato, the Sophists, Cicero, Quintilian and Aristotle. 

 

5.2 Chapter 2 – Classical School of Alamkara 

Second chapter starts with discussing the nature and development of the concept ‘Alamkara’. It 

introduces four prominent thinkers of Alamkara School and their works. It was meta-system not 

only for Alamkara but also for poetic merits and demerits, style and proprietary along with 

grammatical accuracy and sweetness of sound that constitutes literariness. The school was served 

by many but the major thinkers and their works are as below: 

1. ‘Kavyalankara’ by Bhamaha 

2. ‘Kavyadarsh’ by Dandin 

3. ‘Kavyalankara-sar-sangraha’ by Udbhatta 

4. ‘Kavyalankara’ by Rudratha 

 

https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-an-orator-1691457
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1. Bhamaha’s Kavyalankara 

As an independent science it came into existence with Bhamaha, the chief exponent who 

propounded rhetoric and meta-system not only of alamkara but also the grammatical accuracy and 

sweetness of sound that constitutes literariness. Kavyalmkara, The first definitive text of Sanskrit 

poetics after Bharata’s Natyasastra, has 359 Sanskrit verses and was composed between 500 to 

700 AD. He this theoretical treatise on rhetoric as to facilitate a critical study with a view to serve 

as a manual for poetic composition. 

Kavyalamkara is of six pariccheda (sections) where the process of poetic composition is unfolded 

step by step in a convincing manner, explaining simultaneously how words are gradually changed, 

replaced and used in  a piece of writing. Bhamaha must have been endowed with poetic faculties 

as he unfolds poetics in poetic terms. Besides, it is substantiated by a fine analysis of Panini’s 

grammar. Bhamaha himself has described the subject wise distribution as follows: 

1. The body of Poetry: 60 karika 

2. The figures of speech: 160 karika 

3. The poetic defects: 50 karika 

4. The definitive exposition of poetic logic: 70 karikas 

5. The poetical correctness of words: 60 karikas 

 

Dandin’s Kavyadarsh 

In East, after Bhamaha, Dandin with his kavyadarsh holds a prominent place due to the argument 

that a poem’s beauty is derived from its use of rhetorical devices- of which he distinguished 36 

types.  

Text has three Pariccheda (sections). The main contents of Kavyadarsh are as follow:  

1. Benediction and introductory remarks 

2. Purposes and sources of  Poetry 

3. Definition and classification of Kavya 

4. The poetic Diction (Margas) and their constituent excellences (guna) 

5. Defects 

6. Poetic Figures  

7. Concluding Remarks 
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Dandin considers the generic concept of alamkara to be the principal element of poetic 

embellishment. He defines it as the characteristic attribute which produces charm in poetry. 

 

Udbhatta’s Kavyalamkara Saar Samgraha 

Udbhatta is one of the early Alankarikarist belonging to the period prior to Anandavardhana. He 

followed Alankara tradition of Bhamaha and developed it with his original contributions. He was 

followed by Dandin and was highly influenced by Bhamaha. Since he gave final touch to the 

concepts of alankaras with some original theories of his own on the concepts of Slesa and 

Santarasa, he has been regarded as an authority on the Alankara school of Sanskrit Poetics. 

The third work Kavyalankara sara sangraha may be noted that it does not contain any mangal. 

Nor does the end contain any indication that the work was completed. This, especially the former, 

is a very curious and unusual feature, and Sri Narayana Das Banahatti draws the inference from it 

that the existing work was a fragment of some greater work which extended before the beginning 

and after the end of this small treatise. He further refers to the manuscript of an anonymous 

commentary called Udbhatalakaravivrti which has the following verse at the beginning of the text. 

He feels that it evidently serves the purpose of a mangala in the form of vastunirdesa and gives a 

fitting reason why a collection of alankaras should be made at this stage, though they are like buds 

still in an undeveloped state.  

But Indu raja, the author of Laguvrtti on the Kavyalankara sara sangraha, who lived and wrote 

very close to the period of Udbhata, has regarded this work as complete in itself and he has neither 

said nor hinted anything to indicate that this work was a part of another big work. Hence Sri 

Banahatti's supposition cannot be taken seriously. Nor can we take the mangala of a commentary 

as serving the purpose of a mangala at the beginning of the original text.  

This work is a treatise on the figures of speech (alankaras) belonging to word and sense. It has 

totally six chapters and in all forty-one alankaras are accorded treatment. There is no scientific 

principle found in the grouping of alankaras and in the order of their enumeration. It appears that 

Udbhata follows to a great extent Bhamaha in the order of alankaras and their grouping. The 

definitions are also borrowed, sometimes completely and sometimes with a minute change, from 

Bhamaha. The definitions of Vibhavana, the first variety of Atisayokti, Yathasankhya, Sahokti, 

Sasandeha and Ananvaya are bodily taken from Bhamaha. The definition of Aksepa, Utpreksa, 
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Apahnuti, Virodha, Aprastutaprasamsa are accepted with some changes. In the case of alankaras 

like Paryayokta and Rasavat only half the portions of definitions have been taken from Bhamaha. 

But this borrowing of the definitions from Bhamaha has not overshadowed the originality in the 

treatment of the alankaras. Even in the slight alterations from Bhamaha's originals his originality 

and acuteness of judgement are manifested.  

In the definitions which he has not taken from Bhamaha, his genius is fully shown; for even 

Mammata has many times thought it fit to accept the ideas and structures created by Udbhata. 

Bhamaha's versions are accepted by Udbhata only where he agrees with him and no one will find 

fault with him if he has done so instead of casting the same definition in words different from those 

of Bhamaha. When the definition of Bhamaha does not suit his more advanced views he casts it 

aside and bring out his own definition. Udbhata has displayed in many places his high ability and 

the independence of judgement in the province of alamkara. He never follows Bhamaha or any 

other old writer slavishly. Some of the alamkara which are treated by Bhamaha separately have 

been rejected because he did not think that they were good enough for treating them as separate or 

independent alamkara.  

Some of the alamkara such as Yamaka, Ashirbhava, Upama, Rupaka and Utprekshavayava which 

are defined and illustrated by Bhamaha in his Kavyalankara have not been mentioned at all by 

Udbhata. But, he adds some alamkara of his own to the list of alamkara and they are accepted by 

all writers after him on Rhetorics. It is evident that Udbhata is the first author to have defined and 

illustrated Punaruktavadbhasa, Kavyahetu and Kavyadrstanta in the list of alamkara. Not only in 

the work of Bhamaha, but also in the works of Dandin, Vamana and other old writers, there is no 

trace of these alankarika. The proper examples of Drstanta and Kavyalinga were inserted under 

some other alamkara and the creation of such alamkara as Kavyalitiga and Drstanta did not occur 

to any early alamkara. So it is definite that Udbhata brought these alankara into existence for the 

first time in the history of Alankarsastra. And later writers have accepted and placed these-unique 

alankara found out by Udbhata among the important alankara. In this way Udbhata has 

contributed much to the Alankara Sastra through his work Kavyalankara sara sangraha. A few 

unique alankara like Punaruktavadabhasa and others are really a great contribution to the field 

and a remarkable achievement of Udbhata. It is evident that he builds necessary bridge between 
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Bhamaha and Mammata. That is why all later alankarist have regarded him as an authority on 

alankara. 

Rudrathha’s Kavyalamkara 

Rudratth was also a Kashmiri who lived in the 9th century A.D. His text too is named as 

Kaavyaalamkaara. It is comparatively an extensive work which comprises sixteen chapters that 

review the whole field of poetics. Altogether there are 734 verses. 

Rudratth occupies a very important place among Indian poetician, as he was the first to attempt 

a scientific classification of the figures of speech. His classification was founded upon certain 

definite principles such as Vaasthava (reality), Aupamya (comparison), Atisaya (wonder) and 

Slesa (more than one meaning). 

This division is widely accepted today. But if this classification is rigorously followed, the same 

figures may occur in more than one category. Besides providing a basis for categorizing the 

figures of speech, Rudratth has also made some other important contributions in the field of 

poetics. 

1. He added tenth rasa called 'Preyas' to the other nine rasas propounded by 

Bharatmuni. 

2. He is also a proponent of the theory of Vakrokti. 

In the first chapter he discusses the purposes and objects of poetry, and deals with the essential 

requisites of a poet such as shakti, vyutpati and abhyasa. The second chapter elaborates 

Kaavyalakguna. Five figures of sound are also explained here. They are Vakrokti, Anuprasa, 

Yamaka, Slesa and Chitra. Whereas the third chapter gives a detailed account of Yamak in 58 

verses. The fourth is separated for Slesa and its eight varieties. In chapter five, he treats Citra 

alamkara with all combinations and tricks of words such as Chakrabandha, Murjabandha, 

Adharbram. Sarvatoobhadram, Maatrachyutakam and Prahrelika. Dosha or defects of words and 

sentences are dealt with in chapter six. 

Chapter seven to ten are set apart for the exemplification of arthalamkara or figures of meaning. 

Chapter seven gives 23 figures based on Vastava, whereas chapter eight gives 21 figures based 

on aupamya. Chapter nine elaborates 12 figures based on atisaya and chapter ten deals with ten 

varieties of slesa. The eleventh chapter includes the narration of dosa. Chapter 12 to15 give 
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detailed account of all the rasa and their characteristics. Chapter sixteen deal with various kinds 

of poetic compositions, their plots and other features. 

5.3 Chapter 3 – Classical School of Rhetoric 

The third chapter introduces us with background that provided space to rhetoric to flourish since 

sophists’ arrival. In modern days, it is considered as pejorative term. But that isn't the way 

rhetoricians defined their art in ancient Athens and Rome. In ancient times, people used rhetoric 

to make decisions, resolve disputes, and to mediate public discussion of important issues. 

 

Thus, since beginning the word was more connected to persuasion. This art embraced a broad 

range of techniques whereby a speaker could compose and arrange the elements of a speech which 

would be persuasive through its intellectual, emotional, and dramatic appeal to an audience. Over 

the last two millennia, the scope and application of rhetoric have radically changed, and it has 

accumulated multi-fold significance through changing literary, intellectual, and social contexts 

There are a number of spheres in relation to which the art and cultural practice of rhetoric has 

achieved articulation: the political sphere, which oversaw the birth of rhetoric; the institution and 

discipline of philosophy, whose spokesmen have often derogated rhetoric, placing it below logic 

and metaphysics; the institution of theology, which at most has placed rhetoric in subservience to 

the expression of divine revelation; the entire sphere of education, in which rhetoric has often 

assumed a central role, and continues to this day to exert a pervasive influence in the teaching of 

composition; and, of course, the sphere of literary criticism, which continues to draw from the 

wellsprings of rhetoric, especially in its focus on language, tropes, and the relation between speaker 

or writer and audience. 

 

According to one tradition, expressed in Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian, the art of rhetoric was 

formally founded in 476 BC by a native of Syracuse, Corex, whose student Tisias transmitted his 

master’s teachings to the mainland. Very little is known about these figures and some scholars 

have argued that they were in fact the same person. 

 In its origins, rhetoric was an integral part of the political process in ancient Greece, especially in 

Athens and Syracuse of the fifth century BC. On rhetoric often hung the balance of life or death, 

war or peace, prosperity or destruction, freedom or slavery. Given that public speaking and public 
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discourse were so vital in ancient Athens, there emerged a group of professional teachers of the 

art of rhetoric. These first teachers were called Sophists (from Sophos, meaning “wise”), and their 

enterprise was to teach the art of rhetoric for use in the courts, the legislature, political forums, as 

well as for philosophical reflection and debate. The influence of the Sophists became so pervasive 

that rhetoric came to assume a central role in Greek education. It has been argued by numerous 

scholars that the rhetorical tradition evolved gradually, and that the Greeks possessed a rhetorical 

consciousness in their epic and dramatic literature which relies to a large extent on the power of 

speeches to bring to life certain moral, religious, and political dilemmas; they also manifested this 

consciousness of rhetoric in their conceptions of the gods as anthropomorphic entities who might 

be moved by human speech, which often had a bartering and bargaining function. Ancient Greek 

texts rely heavily on the power of speech-making. 

 

The most influential of the Sophists were Protagoras, Gorgias, Antiphon, Lysias, and Isocrates. 

The credit for introducing an ornamental style, as in poetry and prose goes to Gorgias. In poetry, 

the figures were long established. Alliteration, Periphrasis, Metonymy, Irony, Allegory and 

metaphor can be traced back.  

Gorgias classified the figures of speech as ‘contrast of sense’, the parallelism of structure and 

sound. As per Peter Dickens, Georgia's laid particular stress on the ‘decorative function of style’. 

In craze of flowery eloquence and fiery oratory, Gorgias did not much care for truth and morality. 

Though the style and figure of speech used by Gorgias were retained by his disciple Isocrates (436-

338 BC) disparaged his master for the kind of Moral irresponsibility, claiming for rhetoric a role 

higher and nobler than that of mere persuasion. He stressed the importance of wisdom. When 

Sophists’ focus shifted from new learning to lucrative business, it gave reason to Isocrates to write 

his educational work ‘Against the Sophists’. Here his criticism is centred upon two classes of 

sophists, the Eristics, who devoted themselves to theorizing in the field of ethics, and the sophists 

of the rhetorical school, who taught oratory as an instrument of practical success. Of this latter, he 

singles out, finally, for special rebuke the authors of "the so-called arts" (of oratory). Oratory is 

good only if it has the qualities of fitness for the occasion, propriety of style, and originality of 

treatment. 
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According to him, the elements out of which we make and compose all discourses should be 

employed for each subject, to join them together, to arrange them properly, and also, not to miss 

what the occasion demands but appropriately to adorn the whole speech with striking thoughts and 

to clothe it in flowing and melodious phrase and thus this requires utmost formal training. 

One of his major contributions was his development of an artistic prose style. He took rather the 

artificial style of Gorgias (under whom he studied) and modified it for both written and spoken 

discourse. He preached that the whole man must be brought to bear in the persuasive process and 

thus he puts emphasis on the learning of liberal arts and on moral habits. In all his discourses, he 

stressed on the Greek ideals of freedom and autonomy and also the value of supreme Greek virtue- 

sophrosyne (Self-control). 

Plato’s ‘Gorgias’ and ‘Phaedrus’ 

Plato, a disciple of Socrates, settled this question once and for all in his commendable work 

‘Gorgias’ and ‘Phaedrus’. Written in 385 BC., Gorgias is an early work of Plato with three rounds 

of speech. 

First round: Gorgias and Socrates  

● Rhetoric’s nature and uses 

● Definition- is rhetoric a true art? 

Second round: Polus and Socrates 

● Rhetoric is just a knack for creating persuasive speeches that lack foundation in justice/ 

truth. 

Third round: Calicles and Socrates 

Pursuits of power without knowledge of justice perpetuates injustice. 

Plato could redefine rhetoric and he asserted the primacy of wisdom and truth over verbal skills. 

He declared that the real art of speaking which does not siege the hold of truth does not exist and 

never will. 

Plato considers rhetoric as agent of persuasion. According to him, when we require advice in a 

given field we seek out a specialist in that field. On the contrary, in a public forum, it is the 
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rhetoricians whose opinions prevail over the specialists or professionals. The rhetorician will be 

more persuasive in front of a crowd. The rhetorician will indeed persuade a crowd if the crowd 

consists of non-experts. He will not be more persuasive before an audience of experts. Hence the 

rhetorician is a non-expert persuading other non-experts. He never need know the actual facts of a 

situation; he needs no expertise, merely a persuasive ploy (Gorgias, 459a–c). 

In Phaedrus (367 BC), Plato drew up a new design of rhetoric, founded on a more philosophical 

basis, resting partly on dialectic and partially on psychology. 

 Aristotle’s Rhetoric 

Aristotle was the first person to recognize clearly that rhetoric as an art of communication was 

morally neutral, that it could be used for either good or ill. He considers rhetoric as the 

“counterpart” of dialectic or logical argument. 

In contrast with Plato, Aristotle urges that rhetoric is a useful skill because it can promote the 

causes of truth and justice. The function of rhetoric is not persuasion; rather, it is the “detection of 

the persuasive aspects of each matter” and it is the same art which can detect what is truly 

persuasive and what is apparently persuasive, just as dialectic can distinguish the real from the 

apparent syllogism. In the second chapter of ‘On Rhetoric’ he says that persuasion depends on 

three things: 

A. a logical argument is called logos 

B. the projection of the speaker’s character is called ethos 

C. awakening the emotions of the audience is called pathos 

In Aristotle’s view, speakers need to understand how the minds of their listeners work, and in the 

process, we come to understand something of who we are and why we do what we do. He classifies 

three kinds of rhetoric; 

1. Forensic- that dealt with legal questions in condemning or justifying past actions. It is used 

in the law court by the prosecution and the defense.  

2. Epideictic- that functioned in public ceremonies and assign praise or blame in the present. 

It is also used to share a feeling of joy or grief with an audience that already has the same 

feeling. The distinguishing feature of an epideictic rhetoric is that the listener or the reader is 
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convinced at the outset about the speaker’s or writer’s main contention. A lecture of Sarojini 

Naidu, she delivered on All India Radio on 15th August, 1947, i.e. on the occasion of our 

independence. She must have been heard then as a leading poetess and as the first Indian female 

president of Congress party.   

3. Deliberative - operated in the area of political affairs and was concerned with the 

expediency of future actions. A deliberation is a formal discussion in a legislative assembly or 

a learned society. Hence we associate with deliberative rhetoric a slow and leisurely progress 

from problems to solutions and their evaluations. Whenever someone chooses to say something 

one recognizes a problem. One tries to suggest a solution as well and he may also identify the 

methods to reach that solution.  

Aristotle devotes Book Three to the discussion of style and the right ordering of the several 

divisions of the whole. Thus he accounts for four of the five classical departments of rhetoric:  

1. Invention 

2. Disposition  

3. Style 

4. Memory 

5. Delivery 

Under the heading of excellences of style, ancient rhetoricians discussed ornamental uses of 

language that were unusual or extraordinary. The study of ornament was divided into three broad 

categories:  

Figures of speech (Latin figurae  verborum) 

Figures of thought (figurae sententiarum) 

Tropes (Greek tropi, "turn").  

Ancient grammarians and rhetoricians argued endlessly over the definitions and distinctions 

among these three sorts of ornaments. As ancient rhetoric matured, the confusion grew. In some 

scholarly traditions, ornaments like ‘climax’ and ‘antithesis’ were classed under more than one 

heading (sometimes as figures, sometimes as tropes), while others, like  ‘metaphor’ and ‘epithet’ 

were often discussed both as single words (diction) and in terms of their effects in groups of words 

(composition). Contemporary Rhetor don't need to keep the categories straight, since discussions 

of figures and tropes no longer have to be memorized, as they did in Aristotle's time. However, 
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rhetoricians should be able to distinguish among figures of language, figures of thought, and 

tropes. 

Quintillian’s Institutio Oratoria 

Quintilian seems to mean the term figure literally; a figure is any piece of language that has a 

remarkable or artful shape. He likened the changes in language or meaning brought about by the 

use of figures to the changes in the shape of the body that came about "by sitting, lying down on 

something or looking back". That is, use of a figure changes the shape of language, just as a change 

in posture or position changes the shape of the body.  

There are two kinds of figures. : 

Figures of thought: involves artful changes in ideas, feelings, or conceptions; these figures depart 

from ordinary patterns of moving an argument along.  

Figures of language: in contrasts to figures of thought this involves unusual patterning of 

language, such as repetition or juxtaposition of similar words or constructions. 

Quintilian argued that ornament, carefully deployed, contributes not a little to the furtherance of 

our case as well. For when our audience finds it a pleasure to listen, their attention and their 

readiness to believe what they hear are both alike increased, while they are generally filled with 

delight and sometimes even transported by admiration. A carefully chosen metaphor can make an 

argument clearer and more striking; a nicely balanced antithesis can lend emphasis to a point. Thus 

ornament enhances persuasion. 

Ancient rhetoricians compiled endless lists of variations on the use and arrangements known as 

the figures of language.  

CICERO’S ‘De Oratore’ 

The book lifts Rhetoric out of narrow confines of the study of argument and the technique of style 

and offers an exposition of the art of speaking or writing on all possible subjects. Following the 

guidance of Plato and Aristotle, he rejects the teachings of contemporary craftsmen and tries to 

recapture the spirit of the earlier tradition. 
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Cicero was a prominent practitioner of the art of public speaking in the Roman senate and the law 

courts. As a student in Rome, he entered an educational system that was centered on rhetoric and 

assigned exercises in writing, speaking, arguing a thesis, legislative and judicial declamations, as 

well as the learning of rhetorical rules, the exercise of memory, and the proper delivery of a speech. 

This treatise presents some further insights on style, notable that each proof in a speech should be 

related to emotion since most decisions are made on the basis of emotion; also, that each emotion 

naturally has a specific look and tone which the speaker must master in delivery. Since the highest 

power of oratory lies in the special appeal to emotions, the orator must know how human passions 

and emotions work. The efficacy of this statement made in relation to oratory is equally valid in 

relation to poetry. He says that the best orator “teaches (docet), delights (delectat) and moves 

(permovet) the minds of his hearers. 

Cicero considers delivery to be the supreme factor in successful oratory. The orator is defined in 

general as someone who can express ideas clearly to an “ordinary” audience. Cicero’s emphasis 

on persuasion suggests that the chief purpose of oratory is to arouse passion. He elaborates three 

styles borrowed from Hellenism: the grand, which stirs the emotions; the middle, which persuades 

through pleasure; and the plain or subdued style, which proves points. He insists that eloquence 

must be united with wisdom. Like Aristotle, Cicero focuses on the character of the speaker in order 

to make the speech more ethical. But Aristotle’s account stresses the good will, virtue, and practical 

sense of speakers as what manifests their trustworthiness. Aristotle focuses on those aspects of 

ethos that make a speech reliable by suggesting that a speaker with those qualities will tell the 

truth. Cicero, on the other hand, expands ethos to include all the qualities that will ‘‘win the 

sympathy of the hearers’’. Aristotle argues that the orator’s ethos should be displayed in the 

speech, but Cicero relies on the character that a speaker or a client has achieved in public office. 

It is tempting to view Cicero’s term for sympathy as equivalent to Aristotle’s ethos, doing so fails 

to capture Cicero’s distinct idea. Cicero’s idea of ethos is broader than Aristotle’s because it refers 

to the existing reputation of the speaker and the client.  

Longinus’ On the Sublime 

Longinus’ ‘On the Sublime’ is a famous Roman rhetorical treatise that emphasizes the principles 

of good writing. Estimates about the date of authorship of On the Sublime range from 1st to 3rd 
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centuries A.D. This work is seen as an early application of rhetorical theory to literary criticism, 

that is, to the discussion of how great writing is achieved, and how it, in turn, achieves its ends. 

Longinus particularly is concerned with the emotive power of language. His rhetoric concerned 

with the power to transport rather than to persuade. He suggests great importance of use of figures 

of speech or rhetorical devices to enhance writing and speaking. His principal concern in his 

discussion of rhetorical figures and his central concern is the power of words to arouse powerful 

emotions in an audience. 

Longinus carefully adds that refined concern for decorum always governs the emotional impact of 

writing, that is, for what is dignified or proper and in keeping with the subject at hand. The true 

rhetorician should never stoop to simply tricking an audience into reacting emotionally, such 

debased tactics being a mark of a Sophist. The content of literature or speech should warrant the 

emotional response aroused by skillfully employed rhetorical figures. 

5.4 Chapter 4 – Alamkara & Rhetoric: A Comparative Study 

Present research aims at preparing the common meeting ground for Alamkara and Greek Rhetoric 

and to have a comparative study to illuminate both theories in light of each other.The common 

element in both which justifies the present equivalence, is the use of figuration for heightening 

poetic expression. 

Alankara generate or enhance beauty in poetry. Bharata uses the term ‘lakshana’ to refer to the 

factors generating beauty in language. Thirty six of such lakshana are used some of which later 

evolved into alankara.  

Rhetoric had its use in forensic and political forums as well as in literary compositions. It was 

aimed at producing intellectual persuasion and emotional effect. It was a means to achieve an end 

and as with every means it could be misused. The Greek ‘logos’ is a comprehensive concept 

inclusive of wisdom, reason and eloquence. As a neutral term rhetoric denotes the devices used by 

the speaker to guide and control the responses of his listeners. Among these devices, the figures 

of speech have a central role. In course of time, the chief preoccupation of the theorists became 

classification, clarification and invention of new figures of speech. Though Longinus cautioned 

against excessive use of figures of speech, he considered figuration as one of the five sources of 

the sublime, elevation, a quality of poetry that would please everyone everywhere. The figures are 
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not for mere ornamentation. They added an aroma or strangeness to the ordinary speech producing 

pleasure and astonishment. Longinus is an extra ordinary rhetorician who combines the 

technicalities and definitions of current rhetoric with elevation which has a non-rhetorical 

dimension, that of the great soul and its thoughts and passions. Cicero emphasized the individuality 

of thought. For him, wise thinking and elegant speaking constituted an inseparable unity. 

The whole line of theoreticians like Horace, Longinus, Quintilian, Cicero down to Sidney 

subscribes to the rhetorical tradition laid down in principle and practice by Aristotle and there is 

an interesting affinity between the Western rhetorical tradition and use of rhetorical figures in 

Alamkara theory in terms of probability and necessity on one hand and in terms of persuasion on 

the other. According to Aristotle, the end of poetry is a pleasure. But what is pleasure? In Rhetoric, 

Aristotle defines pleasure as a movement, a movement by which the soul as a whole is consciously 

brought into its normal state of being. So, it follows that what produces this condition may be 

called pleasant and what destroys it is painful. It is a consciousness through the senses of a certain 

kind of emotion. Aristotle quotes Homer saying that even griefs are a joy long after to one that 

remembers all that he wrought and endured. In Raghuvansham, Kalidasa describes how Sita, after 

her union with Rama, sheds tears of joy because Kalidasa says it is always a pleasure to think of 

the troubled days when one has got them over. 

All the writers of alamkra-sasatra in India took examples from poetry in order to illustrate their 

arguments and all of then took much care to encapsulate their views in Slokas or Sutra. In order to 

express deep set emotions, poets have to depend mainly on alamkara because these figures can 

supply the effects of language. 

In the analysis of figures of speech, the Sanskrit critics surpass the Greeks and the Romans. They 

surpass not only in subtly but also in understanding, for the Sanskrit analysis is based on poetry 

whereas the Greco-Romans analysis was based in the first instance on oratory. Rhetoric centers its 

attention on the manner of presentation: on word order, connection of parts emphasis and 

emotional effect. The science of alamkara is connected rather with image- building, with shades 

of similarities and techniques of overtone or suggestion. The usage of figurative language has 

different senses in both theories. To convey the smallest difference of meaning to readers, 

Alamkara as a theory has a particular figure of speech for a particular sense. It was concerned with 

poetic excellence in micro-contexts, individual sentences. 
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The classical rhetoricians did not look upon them as decorative device primarily. Rhetoric acquired 

its alternative meaning of stylistic ornamentation, partly in context of a less vigorous and 

democratic age, when rhetoric was no longer so central to the life of the city but more related to 

the artifices of the schools. Rhetoric took aesthetic connection since Longinus took it with the 

concept of sublimity. 

Alamkara School grew up as branch of dramaturgy. But in west, it evolved as part of rhetoric and 

that is the reason why figures of speech came to be named as rhetorical devices. School of Rhetoric 

thinks more about justice and logical arguments whereas Alamkara School thinks more about 

beauty of language and aesthetic pleasure. Rhetoric and alamkara both were defined according to 

the need of time and view of rhetoricians but both sustained their identity in science of speaking 

well. The analysis of figures of speech in both traditions naturally poses a question whether there 

is a common meeting ground. It is quite interesting to see that the most of the rhetorical figures 

can be classified according to the four main categories of the Figures of meaning in the Sanskrit 

tradition viz. Samayookti, Vaastavookti, Atisayookti and Slesokti. Only a few of the more than two 

hundred western figures stay outside the scope of such an analysis. 

Then the question arises whether the Alamkara can be analyzed in the framework of the Western 

system of classification. The Answer to this question is a definite "no". The most striking point of 

difference between the two traditions is that in the west, figures of speech developed as an integral 

component of Rhetoric, whereas in the east, it flourished as one of the important aspects of 

Dramaturgy and Poetics. In the west, the art of "Rhetoric" evolved due to a "systematisation of 

natural eloquence", whereas in the Indian background, it originated as an effective tool for 

aesthetic configuration or the rasa aspect of literature. It was purely for literary purposes that the 

figures were formulated here. Hence it would be improper to name Indian figures as figures of 

speech, as they are called in west. The appropriate term one can use is ‘literary figures’.  

In the hands of later exponents, the Alamkara School deteriorated into an insipid science of mere 

enumeration of poetic figures. They indulged in the multiplication of alankaras on the grounds of 

grammatical and hair splitting logical differences, and the theory reduced itself into rigid formal 

rhetoric. On the whole the alamkara theory focused attention solely on the figure as a decorative, 

thus dwelling upon the formal aspect of poetry at the cost of the content aspect. Obviously, such a 
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discipline would not be competent enough as a critique of poetry and hence the quest was always 

present for better solutions. 

5.5 Chapter 5 – Conclusion 

Greeks developed rhetoric to enhance an orator's ability to inform, persuade, inspire and hold the 

attention of audiences. The craft was especially useful in the politics of their new democracy, 

which lacked television, radio, newspapers and the internet. They discovered it was also effective 

in writing poetry and plays. Romans continued to build on the Greeks' work. 

Rhetoric now a days is viewed as pejorative term, as concerned with the superficial rather than 

exact, style rather than substance, words rather than deeds. Even Plato called it a mere knack and 

the Rhetorica ad Alexandrum defined rhetoric as the art of cheating. Rhetoricians were sometimes 

associated with the least savory Sophists and held to be dangerous to the state in the 2nd century 

B.C. the Greek practitioners of rhetoric swarming into Rome were officially exiled by a decree 

that seems not to have been much enforced. Centuries later John Locke thought of rhetoric as 

powerful instrument of error and deceit and Yeats remarked that sentimentality is deceiving one’s 

self; rhetoric is deceiving other people. Today many editorials of the collegiate press condemn the 

“hollow rhetoric” of the over thirty generations and like Samuel Johnson’s Ressalas, activists often 

go away declaring themselves “convinced of the emptiness of rhetorical sound, and the inefficacy 

of polished periods and studied sentences.”  

Despite this history of suspicion and contempt, rhetoric has not only survived but variously 

flourished. Aristotle’s criteria for style were clarity and propriety. Cicero added ornament and 

consonant with three fold function of rhetoric (to teach, to please, to move), recognized three kinds 

of style: plain, middle and grand.   It became something more than ‘garnish’ in the late seventeenth 

and eighteenth century. Invention, arrangement, style and delivery were generally recognized 

branches of rhetoric. But the eighteenth century took horse and rode off in all directions.  One of 

these directions valued plain style in the Aristotelian tradition; another glorified a Cicerion grand 

eloquence. The enlightenment, while upholding reason and clarity, also rediscovered Longinus’ 

sublime of thought and style. Quintilian himself laid it down that the first virtue of eloquence is 

clarity. By another of the directions of eighteenth century, however, rhetoric meant much more 

than flowers of speech and turned a new light on invention and arrangement.  
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The importance of persuasion has remained central among English rhetoricians, whether their 

concern is the most pleasing flourishes of the style, as with elocutionists or the arguments best 

calculated to exploit the patterns of the human mind, as with the psychologists. Kenneth Burke, 

the most original modern explorer of the ‘New Rhetoric’ defines rhetorical language as 

“inducement to action” and studies the means of identification that permits successful persuasion.  

In the hands of other modern rhetoricians, the term has a more modest meaning. Martine Steinman, 

Jr., writing on ‘Rhetorical Research’ in College English, January 1966, defines rhetoric as the 

ability to choose wisely between synonymous expressions, to find the most effective way of saying 

a thing. Concerned only with “all successful uses of language”, rhetoric thus leaves methods of 

investigation to logic and questions of morality to ethics. This distinction retains three of the five 

classical elements- arrangement, style and delivery- but cuts off invention and memory. It also 

draws a line between grammar, the acceptable options of the language, and rhetoric, the best choice 

among them. But even as the border between rhetoric and logic and that between rhetoric and 

poetics have been variously blurred, recently rhetoricians have been drawing upon the terminology 

and techniques of grammarians. In the last few years, GENERATIVE RHETORIC has been 

developed by Francis Christensen. Agreeing with Burke that rhetoric aims at identification with 

the reader, they suggest the writer use internal discovery patterns analyzable into particles, waves 

and fields. 

Thus, rhetoric renews itself in various ways. It has meant and continues to mean many things to 

many men. Its history has been sometimes the story of the human search for truth and reality, 

sometimes the human effort to mislead and manipulate. Always it has been concerned with man 

and his relations to his fellows, plain or ornate, it is a humane discipline. 

 It was the speech department at Cornell University that fostered the resuscitation of classical 

rhetoric. In 1920-21, university arranged a seminar in which students read and discussed 

Aristotle’s Rhetoric, Cicero’s De Oratore and Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria. The renewed 

interest in classical rhetoric was given another boost. 

The revival of rhetoric has led both to a significant interest in the possibilities of the classical 

rhetoric as well as to a growing interest in the development of new rhetoric. Those who are 

interested in the revival of classical rhetoric, feel that it can still be the basis of a valid approach to 

writing and that it offers the only complete system of rhetoric which is available to us today.  
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Classical rhetoric is “the system, concerned primarily with persuasive discourse that was first 

formulated in fifth century. Athens, which flourished in Augustan Rome, which constituted a 

member of the trivium in medieval schools that became a dominant force in English education 

during the renaissance and remained a prominent part of the curriculum until the first quarter of 

the nineteenth century.” (A New Look at Old Rhetoric, p.17)  

Scholars believe that the best new rhetoric will be one which somehow shares in the tradition of 

old rhetoric. In this regard, Josheph Schwartz comments; “I look forward to new theories of 

rhetoric and to the practice of new rhetoric, but I do not foresee the development of something so 

new that it cannot be regarded as part of the tradition of rhetoric.” (Kenneth Burke, Aristotle and 

the Future of Rhetoric, p.85). Similarly, W.Ross Winterwood contends that “because rhetoric does 

not and cannot have an autonomous subject matter, it cannot make a dramatic departure that will 

leave the old behind. But this statement does not mean that new theory and practice cannot accrue 

to it, thus, in effect, bringing about a revision to make a subject meaningful- even vital- for the 

here-and-now” (Rhetoric: A Synthesis, p.78). Finally, Edward Corbett makes a plea for a variety 

of approaches to rhetoric. He writes, “I see exciting possibilities in the new rhetoric and the new 

stylistics that are beginning to from all about us. But I see much of proven value in the old rhetoric 

too.” (A New Look at Old,rhetoric, pg.22)  

In any discussion of new rhetoric, a variety of names and positions is sure to appear. Among these 

are the work done by Francis Christensen with the rhetoric of the sentence and the paragraph. 

Other contributes to new rhetoric are Chaim Perelman, Stephen Toulmin, Richard Weaver, 

Kenneth Burke, I.A.Richards, Marshall McLuhan, Noam Chomsky and B.F.Skinner. 

Indian literary theories are constitutive theories, that is, they are concerned with analyzing how 

artha (meaning) is constructed; what devices of cognition and communication are made use of, 

and how the work succeeds in giving ananda to a sahradaya. Rasa was the first constitutive theory 

to analyze the theatrical performance and its relish for the audience. But the major concern, later 

on, was chiefly how and secondarily what constitutes meaning. This explains the exhaustive 

enumeration and examination of alamkara, figures of speech—a subject that remains central 

throughout the tradition of Sanskrit literary criticism. The figurative usage then was thought as 

more than mere figure of speech and was a branch of study and elevated itself as alamkarasastra–

study of beauty in language. 
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The inheritance of the modern Western world from classical rhetoric is profound and pervasive. 

Rhetoric has played a central role in politics and law; for two millennia rhetoric has been at the 

center of the educational system in Europe, and its influence in education is still visible in its 

continued domination of the teaching of composition, influenced by theorists of argumentation 

such as Stephen Toulmin. In this field, however, rhetoric has had a somewhat narrow application, 

being transposed from the province of public speaking into the art of writing and even there often 

reduced to issues of thematic coherence and essay development; while there is some 

acknowledgment of a potential audience, this recognition is often abstract (the audience often 

blandly identified as a student’s peers or instructor), with the act of invention remaining essentially 

private and meditative, an expression of the author’s individual perspective. 

Having said this, approaches to teaching composition have begun to feel the reverberations of a 

rhetorical revival in literary studies. Rhetoric has recently exercised a renewed impact on the vast 

area of cultural and critical theory, spanning numerous disciplines, especially those such as speech 

act theory which are directly concerned with the nature of communication. The influence of 

rhetoric on literary criticism and theory extends much further than the stylistic analysis of figures 

of speech such as metaphor and metonymy. A rhetorical approach to a text must concern itself not 

only with the author’s intentions but also with all the features implicated in the text as a persuasive 

or argumentative use of language: the structure of the text as a means of communication, the nature 

and response of the audience or reader, the text’s relation to other discourses, and the social and 

political contexts of the interaction between author, text, and reader, as well as a historicist concern 

with the differences between a modern reception of the text and its original performative 

conditions. In short, a rhetorical approach views a literary text not as an isolated act (merely 

recording, for example, the private thoughts of an author) but as a performance in a social context. 

For Bhamaha Alankara is the principle of beauty in poetry; Dandin also considers the whole 

Vangmaya (literature) into two modes of figurative expression; but Vamana's view is broader than 

that of Bhamaha and Dandin. For Dandin Alankara is Sobhadharma but Vamana calls it Saundarya 

itself. He not only considered Alankara as an essential element of poetry but also identified beauty 

with it. The general meaning of Alankara is beauty and Upamadi Alankaras are its particulars. 

These particular Alankaras are extraordinary attributes of poetry which can be called 
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Sobhadharmas. Vamana shows that a big group of Alankaras is based on Aupamya and following 

him later rhetoricians divided Arthalahkaras as based on Aupamya and Vyatirekha. 

Udbhata does not divide Alankara into Sabdalankaras and Arthalahkaras, but he gives six groups 

of Alankaras. Among the Alankaras defined by him, four are Sabdalankaras the rest are 

Arthalanakaras. and he has given much importance to Anuprasa and his concept of Kavyavrtii is 

based on Anuprasa. Among Arthalahkaras he has given great importance to Slesa which has been 

taken as the very secret of the poetic language. Udbhata ridicules the distinction between Gunas 

and Alankaras and considers them as the beautifying factors of poetry being intrinsic and the other 

extrinsic. 

Rudrata restricts the scope of Vakrokti as the underlying principle of all Alankaras, cutting it short 

to fit well as mere Sabdalankara. He brings all the Arthalankaras under four heads, viz. (1) Vastava, 

(2) Aupamya, (3) Atisaya and (4) Slesa. He did not add anything new to the general principle. The 

Dhvani theorists consider Alankaras as the elements which help to heighten the charm of Rasa 

which is always suggested. Therefore Alankara is related to the suggested element in poetry. The 

position of Alankara is somehow justified in those poetic instances where the suggested element 

is not primary, while Alankara produce notable charm. Anandavardhana insists on Aucitya in the 

befitting use of Alankaras, Rasa being primarily important, all other poetic concepts like Guna, 

Alankara are termed as subordinates. But Anandavardhana is conscious of the beauty seen in 

Artha-alankaras like Samasokti, Aksepa, Vyaj stuti, Aprastutaprasamsa are among others, which 

contain some suggested beauty.  

To study present status of discourse on alamkra is limitation of this research work as it requires an 

intensive empirical study which is beyond the scope of present study. Without complete evidences, 

it would be improper to say that particular theory has stopped. But one can surely suggest to study 

of present usage of almakara in present writings of literary form. For Bhamaha, the term ‘Kavya’ 

stood for entire literature including prose and poetry. According to him Alamkra gives a new 

identity to literary text. Vakrokti was also an alamkara for Bhamaha which was given rise by 

Kuntaka as a complete theory.  The way tree survives in its seeds, the theory survived in usage of 

figures of speech by modern writers with a view to say something indirectly or to say something 

in a newer way. Modern writers are still using them in Gazals, Geet or other literary form to bring 

rhyme and rhythm together. 
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Mohit K Ray mentions a limitation of Alamkara in Alamkara and the Rhetorical School by stating 

that alamkra in itself has no poetic value; it acquires poetic value only when the right use of a 

figure of speech commensurate with the situation of the poetic utterance contributes to the posies 

of a poem. In other words, it ceases to be simply decorative and become functional by being 

integrated into the matrix of the poem. 

For future researches, one can suggest to find out Modernistic approach of alamkara with 

communication theories. Oratory has great value when it comes to express with oral language. One 

can co-relate how alamkara can beautify the oral language and can make communication more 

effective, easy to digest and understand. One can also suggest to do research in area of generative 

rhetoric and new rhetoric and can compare if it also has some comparable with Indian constitutive 

theories. Starting from defining a term and ending as a whole theory is a limitation for any 

researcher but one can still suggest to find out some roots for how ending of one theory can be a 

germination cause of another theory. For ex., due to hair split differences, alamkara started losing 

its importance but provided the culmination cause for Vakrokti which later on was compared and 

studies with concept of Defamiliarization by Victor Schklovsky under Russian Formalism. 
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